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CHARLES H. PAPAS 
Cru!t Laboratory, Harvard University, Cambridge, ,lfassachusetts 
(Received September 23, 1949) 
The diffraction of a plane electromagnetic wave by an infinitely 
long, perfectly conducting cylinder has been treated by a varia-
tional method (see the two papers by H. Levine and J. Schwinger). 
The incident field is assumed to be polarized in the direction of the 
cylinder axis, and thus the entire field is of two-dimensional na-
ture. This formulation yields an expression for the diffracted 
cylindrical wave amplitude, at distances from the cylinder large 
compared to its transverse dimension and the wave-length, which 
is stationary relative to small independent variations of the surface 
currents arising from plane-wave excitation along a pair of direc-
tions in space; furthermore, the stationary form of the diffracted 
I. INTRODUCTION 
THE theoretical examination of the diffraction of a 
steady-state plane electromagnetic wave by a 
cylindrical obstacle has interested many investigators. 
One of the earliest treatments proceeds according to 
the Fourier-Lame eigenfunction method. The incident 
electromagnetic wave is assumed to be polarized parallel 
to the axis of the perfectly conducting, circular cylinder. 
The axis of the cylinder lies along the x axis, and the 
incident wave has only an x component of the electric 
field, Exinc(p,c/» , and a y component of the magnetic 
field, Hyinc(p,c/» (Fig. 1). For an incident wave whose 
electric field is of unit amplitude and propagating in 
the direction c/>1, i.e., Exinc= exp[ikp cOS(c/>-c/>l)], the 
corresponding scattered electric field is given by 
where Jm(x) are the Bessel functions, and Hm(1)(x) are 
the Hankel functions of the first kind, and k = 21l' 
+ wave-length. 
FIG. 1. Diffracting circular cylinder. 
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amplitude is independent of the scale of the surface currents. In 
accordance with a theorem of Levine mid Schwinger, the total 
plane-wave scattering cross section is simply related to the dif-
fracted cylindrical wave amplitude in the direction of incidence. 
To examine the high frequency behavior of the cross section, the 
surface current induced by a plane wave is taken different from 
zero only on the illuminated part of the cylinder, where its value 
is derived from the tangential component of the incident magnetic 
field. The resulting cross section is obtained and is shown to ap-
proach 4a when ka approaches infinity (k=27r+wave-length, a 
equals the radius of cylinder). 
The inadequacy of the rigorous representation (1) 
stems from the fact that its convergence becomes slower 
with increasing values of ka, i.e., at high frequencies. 
To avoid this difficulty, Debye1 represented the scat-
tered field by a Fourier integral in the following manner. 
Let 
f(m) 
Hm(l) (kp) 
---cosm(c/>-c/>]), 
Hm(l) (ka) 
where m can be considered to be a continuous real 
variable. According to the Fourier integral theorem, 
1 00 00 
f(m)=- f dJ.l. f f(a) exp[iJ.l.(m-a)]da 
21l' -00 _'" 
1f'" foo Ha(l) (kP.) 
=- dJ.l. exp(iJ.l.m) 
1l' -00 0 H a (1) (ka ) 
. cOsa(c/>-c/>l)' COSJ.I.(X· da. 
Then, 
1 00 
EX8C(p,c/>-c/>1) = -- L (i)mJm(ka) 
7r m=--OO 
Since 
by interchanging the order of summation and integra-
1 P. Debye, "Das electromagnetische Feld urn einem Zylinder 
und die Theorie des Regenbogens," Physik. Zeits. 9, 775-778 
(1908). 
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tion Debye's integral representation is obtained: 
1 <Xl 
E",8C(P,4>-4>I) = --f exp(ika cosJ.I.)dJ.l. 
7r _<Xl 
<Xl Ha(l)(kp) Xi cosa(4)-4>I)·cosjl.a·da. (2) 
o Ha(I)(ka) 
By an approximate evaluation of (2) for large ka, he 
obtained 
Ez'C(p,4» = - (ka C;:~4>/2») !exP[ik(p-2a cos:)] (3) 
for the scattered electric field resulting from a plane 
wave incident in the direction 4>1=0. 
Up to the present we have had the rigorous eigen-
function expansion of the scattered field (1) which 
suffers from convergence difficulties for large ka, and 
the Debye summation scheme yielding the expression 
(3) for the high frequency far-zone scattered field, valid 
for directions not in the neighborhood of 4> = 7r. Conse-
quently (3) cannot be used to calculate the total scat-
tering cross section of the cylinder; (1) can be used, 
however, even for large values of ka, i.e., at high fre-
quencies, but only with considerable heuristic manipu-
lation of the slowly convergent eigenfunction expansion. 
It is the purpose of this paper to show that the afore-
mentioned difficulties can be avoided if the problem is 
formulated from the start using a variational principle 
in the manner of Levine and Schwinger.2, 3 This formula-
tion yields an expression for the diffracted cylindrical 
wave amplitude, at distances from the cylinder large 
compared to its transverse dimension and the wave-
length, which is stationary relative to small inde-
pendent variations of the surface currents arising from 
plane-wave excitation along a pair of directions in 
space. Furthermore, the stationary form of the dif-
fracted amplitude is independent of the scale of the 
surface currents. The total plane-wave scattering cross 
section is simply related to the diffracted cylindrical 
wave amplitude in the direction of incidence. To ex-
amine the high frequency behavior of the cross section 
(ka»1), the surface current induced by a plane wave 
is taken different from zero only on the illuminated 
part of the cylinder, where its value is derived from the 
tengential component of the incident magnetic field. 
II. INTEGRAL EQUATION FORMULATION 
Consider a plane electromagnetic wave incident upon 
a perfectly conducting circular cylinder of radius a, 
whose axis lies along the x axis of a rectangular co-
ordinate system, Fig. 1. The incident wave is polarized 
parallel to the axis of this cylinder, its electric field 
2 H. Levine and J. Schwinger, "On the theory of diffraction by 
an aperture in an infinite plane screen, I," Phys. Rev. 74,958-974 
(1948). 
3 H. Levine and J. Schwinger, "On the theory of diffraction by 
an aperture in an infinite plane screen, II," Phys. Rev. 75, 1423-
1432 (1949). 
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FIG. 2. Integration 
domain. 
being given by 
E"inc(p,4» = exp[ikp cOS(4)-4>I)]' (1) 
where p,4> are cylindrical coordinates, k= 27r-7-wave-
length, and 4>1 is the direction of propagation. The 
scattered electric field, E,,8C (p ,4», is also polarized 
parallel to the cylinder axis. The electric field at any 
point r, r being a two-dimensional vector from the 
origin to any point (p,4», is the sum of the incident and 
scattered fields, Ex(r)=E"inc(r)+E,,8C(r). The problem 
is formulated in terms of these electric fields. To 
emphasize their two-dimensional scalar nature, denote 
them by if;(r)=E,,(r), if;inc(r) = Exinc(r) , and if;8C(r) 
= Ex·c(r). 
Note that if;(r) satisfies the scalar wave equation 
(2) 
and the two-dimensional scalar Green's function 
G(r,r') satisfies the inhomogeneous scalar wave equation 
(V'2+ k2)G(r,r') = - o(r- r'), (3) 
where the inhomogeneous term is the two-dimensional 
Dirac delta-function. Applying Green's second scalar 
identity to if;(r) and G(r,r'), we obtain 
f [G(r',r) (V',2 +k2)if;(r') -if;(r') (V'!2+ k2)G(r',r) Jdr 
v =f [G(r"r)~(r')-if;(r')~G(r"r)]dS" (4) 
81+82 an an 
where the derivative in the surface integral is taken in 
the direction of the outward normal (Fig. 2). The sur-
face integral extends over the surface of the scattering 
cylinder, SI, and a concentric cylinder, S2, of very large 
radius. In view of (2) and (3) the volume integral be-
comes if;(r), and since if;(r) =0 when r lies on the scat-
tering cylinder, it follows that 
if;(r) = f G(r' ,r )~(r')ds' 
81 an' 
+f [G(r"r)~(r')-if;(r')~(r"r)]dS" (5) 
82 an an 
Recalling that if;(r) = if;inc(r) +if;8C(r) , the integral over S2 
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in (5) becomes 
f [G(r"r)~if;inc(r') -if;illc(r')~G(r"r)]dS' 82 an an 
+ J r.G(r"r)~if;'''(r')-if;8c(r')~G(r"r)]dS'' 
82L an an 
The first integral yields if; inc (I') and the second disap-
pears due to the asymptotic behavior of the integrand 
for 1"-'>00, and (5) takes the form 
if;(r)=if;inc(r)+f G(r',r)~(r')ds'. 
81 an' 
(6) 
Since (ajan')if;(r') = - (ajap')Ex(p',</>') = iWJ.l.H</> (p',cj/) and 
ds'=ad4>', (6) becomes 
if; (p,</> ) = if; inc (p,</> ) 
+ f 2"iwJ.l.H </>(a,</>')G(a,</>' iP,</»' ad</>'. (7) 
o 
H</>(a,cp') is numerically equal to the surface-current 
density at the point (a,</>') on the cylinder. Let 1</>.(</>') 
=iwJ.l.aH</>(a,cp'), where 1",.(</>') is proportional to the 
current density at the point (a,</>') due to the incident 
wave (1) propagating in the direction CPl. With this 
notation, (7) becomes 
if;(p,</» = if;inc(p,</»+ f2" I</> , (</>')G(a,</>' iP,</»d<j>'. (8) 
o 
Since if;(a,</» =0, i.e., Ex must disappear at the surface 
of the cylinder, the following integral equation is ob-
tained by placing p = a in (8): 
O=if;inc(p,</»+ f2" 1 </>, (</>')G(a,</>' ia,</»d<j>' 
o 
or 
1211" -exp[ika COS(</>-<I>l)J= 1</>,(<I>')G(a,</>'ia,<I»d<l>'. o (9) 
The solution of this integral equation would yield 
I</>. (</», i.e., the current except for a numerical factor, 
produced by a plane incident wave traveling in the 
direction <1>1. By substituting this solution back into 
(8) and carrying out the indicated integration, the 
diffracted field 1/;(P,</» could be determined. Two objec-
tions are immediately apparent, the first is the difficult 
problem of solving (9) for 1</>.(</>'), the second is the 
evaluation of the integral in (8) once 1</>.(</>') is deter-
mined. Moreover, to obtain the total scattering cross 
section, still another integration would have to be per-
formed. Use will be made of the integral equation (9) 
to formulate a variational principle for the scattered 
wave amplitude. 
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III. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE FOR 
SCATTERED WAVE AMPLITUDE 
Since the two-dimensional Green's function, G(r,r'), 
has to satisfy the inhomogeneous wave equation (3) 
and the radiation condition, i.e., it must represent at 
large distances from the cylinder outwardly propagat-
ing cylindrical waves, it follows that G(r,r') = (i/4)Ho 
X(k!r-r'!). For large r, the leading term of the 
asymptotic expansion is 
r-'>Xl: G(r,r') 
i ( 2 )~ ( 1r) 
"-'- exp(ik)lr-r'lexp -i- , 
4 lrkl r-r'l 4 
where 
Ir-r'l = [p2+p'2_2pp' cos(</>-</>')J 
,,-,p( 1 ~~ cos(</>-</>') ). 
With these asymptotic values the scattered field, which 
is given by the integral in (8), at large distances becomes 
. 2 1 
if;8C(p,</» ",~(-)' exp(ikp) 
4 lrikp 
The scattered wave amplitude is represented by the 
quantity in square brackets. We denote it by A (</>,</>1) : 
A (CP,</>l) = f2" exp[ -ikacos(</>-</>')JI</>,(</>')d<j>'. (10) 
o 
As the notation explicitly denotes, A (cp,</>l) is the scat-
tered wave amplitude in the direction </> for an incident 
wave traveling in the direction CPl. 
Multiplication of the integral equation (9) by 1</>2(</» 
and integration with respect to </> (in accordance with 
the notation that I"" (</» is iWJ.l.a times the surface-
current density at the point (a,</» due to an incident 
plane wave traveling in the direction </>2) leads to 
But according to (10), 
J211" exp[ika cos(</>-</>l)JI </>,(</»d</> 
o 
= j2" exp[ -ika cos(lr+</>l-</»JI</>,(</»d<j> 
o 
=A (11'+</>1,11>2). 
(11) 
(12) 
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A (7r+cf>l,cf>Z) represents the scattered wave amplitude 
in the direction of 7r+cf>1 due to an incident wave 
traveling in the direction cf>2, and it is clear that it must 
equal the scattered wave amplitude in the direction 
7r+cf>2 due to an incident wave traveling in the direc-
tion cf>1. This reciprocity relation is given by the equality, 
Dividing (11) by 
f271" exp[ika cos(cf>-cf>1)]1¢2(cf»dcf> 
o 
X f211" exp[ika cos(cf>-cf>2)]I¢,(cf»d1>, 
o 
(13) and taking into consideration (12) and (13), 
(14) 
1211" exp[ika cos(cf>-cf>l)]I¢,ccf»dcf> f211" exp[ika cO~(¢-¢2)]I¢,(¢)d¢ 
fJ 0 
The expression (14) is homogeneous in I ¢Jcf», I ¢,(cf» 
and stationary with respect to independent first-order 
variations about their correct values (determined by 
integral equations of the form (9». The property of 
homogeneity is clear. To show the stationary property 
of (14), proceed as follows. Clearing fractions in (14), 
f 2'- exp[ika cosCcf>-cf>l)]I¢,(cf»dcf> o 
X f211" exp[ika cos(¢-<pz)]I¢Jcf»dcf> 
o 
where A=A(7r+cf>1,cf>2), G(cf>',cf» = G(a,cf>' ;a,cf». Now take 
the variations of I¢,(cf», 1¢1(cf», and A. 
211' 
f exp[ika cos(cf>-cf>l)]OI¢,(cf»dcf> 
o 
X f211' exp[ika cos(cf>-cf>2)]I¢ICcf»dcf> 
o 
f Z1r + exp[ika cos(cf>-cf>l)]I¢,(cf»dcf> o 
X f2 .. exp[ika cos(cf>-cf>2)]0J¢ICcf»d1>! 
o 
- A J211" f2" d1>1 ¢2 (cf> )G( cf>,cf>') OJ 1>1 (cf>')dcf>'. 
o 0 
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Using (12) and (13) this can be written in the form 
A i 2" exp[ika cos(cf>-cf>l)]OI1>,Ccf»dcf> 
o 
+A J211" exp[ika cos(cf>-cf>2)]0J1>,Ccf»dcf> 
o 
= - M f211" J211" dcf>I ¢,(cf»G(¢,cf>')I ¢I (cf>')dcf>' 
o 0 
-A £211" i 211"dcf>OJ1>,Ccf»G(cf>,cf>')I¢Jcf>')dcf>' 
- A f211" i 211" dcf>I ¢,(cf»G(cf>,cf>')OJ ¢I (cf>')dcf>'. 
o 0 
Combining terms, this equation becomes 
M f211" f21l"dcf>I1>,Ccf»G(cf>,cf>')I¢ICcf>')dcf>' 
o 0 
= -A f211"dcf>OJ¢, Ccf»[f211"dcf>'GCcf>,cf>I)I¢1 (cf>') 
o 0 
+exp[ika cos(cf>-cf>!)] ]-A ~271" dcf>'OJ¢I(cf>') 
[£211" dcf>G(cf>,cf>')I ¢,Ccf» 
+exp[ika cos(cf>'-cf>z)] 1 (15) 
If 11>Jcf» and I ¢,Ccf» satisfy integral equations of the 
form (9), then the square-bracket terms in (1S) vanish 
identically. Hence A is stationary with respect to first-
order independent variations of 11>1 (cf» and 11>, (cf». 
IV. A THEOREM CONCERNING THE TOTAL 
SCATTERING CROSS SECTION AND 
SCATTERED WAVE AMPLITUDE 
The total scattering cross section is defined by the 
ratio of the total scattered power per unit length of 
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cylinder to the incident power per unit area. The time-
average incident power per unit area, Sine, is given by 
! ReEXH*=! ReE*XH, where the asterisk indicates 
the conjugate complex and Re the real part. Since 
and 
E"inc=exp(ikz) 
1 a k 
Hyine=---:-__ E",inc=--exp(ikz), 
UJJJ.I. az WJ.l. 
then 
_ . k 
Sine=! ReE,,*InCHyine=_. 
2wJ.l. 
The time-average scattered power, psc, passing 
through a cylinder S2 of large radius is equal to the 
time-average power leaving the cylindrical surface Sl, 
i.e., 
psc = Ref HExsc(p,c/») ( - H q,'c(p,c/» )pdfp 
82 
= Ref HEx,e(a,q,» ( - H </>"c(a,q,»adcp. 
81 
The total scattering cross section, "-, is then given by 
the expression 
pac 1 li 2" a 
,,-=-=-=- Re- Ex *8C (a,c/»-E:x:,c (a,c/»adqJ. (16) 
Sine k i 0 ap 
At the surface of the cylinder, Ex*"e(a,cp) = _ E",*ine(a,cp) j 
hence 
1 li2" • a 
,,-=- Re- -E"*InC(a,cp)_[E,,,(a,cp) 
k i 0 ap 
But 
2". a 
i 
E",*InC(a,c/»-Exinc(a,cp)adqJ=O, 
o ap 
and consequently 
1 lIZ" 
,,-=- Re- exp[ -ika COS(q,-CPI)][</>,(cp)dfp, (17) 
k i 0 
where use has been made of a(a/ap)ExCa,q,) = -iw~H</> 
X(a,q,)=-I4>,(cp). In view of (10) and (17) ,,- can be 
represented in terms of the scattered wave amplitude: 
1 1 1 
,,-=- Re-A(cpI,q,I)=- ImA(CP1'<p1), (18) 
k i k 
where 1m means imaginary part. 
V. LOW FREQUENCY SCATTERING 
CROSS SECTION 
To find the total scattering cross section it is neces-
sary first to compute A(c/>I,c/>I) from (14) and then to 
use (18). Let c/>1=0 and q,2=7r in (14); then 
f211"f2" dc/>[" (c/»G(a,c/>' ia,c/»[oW)dfp' 
o 0 (19) 
1211" exp(ika cosct»[,,(cp)dCPi2" exp( -ika cosct»[o(q,)d¢ 
o 0 
At low frequencies ka«lj also choose [,,(cp) = [o(q,) = 1. 
The numerator then becomes 
i 21r f211" dfpG(a,c/>' ia,c/> )dcp' = ~f21T f211" dc/>dfp' H o(k I r- r' I) o 0 4 0 0 
f
211" 
exp(ika coscp)dq,= 27rJo(ka), 
o 
f211" exp( -ika cosq,)dcp= 27rJo(ka). 
o 
Consequently 
1 
and 
A (7r,7r) 
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i7r2J o(ka)H o(ka) 
[27rJo(kan 
4 J o2(ka) 
,,-=-
i Ho(ka) 
-4 Jo(ka) , 
k J o2(ka)+No2(ka) 
(20) 
Suppose, instead of taking [,,(c/» = [0 (c/» = 1, the fol-
lowing more general representation is used: 
00 
[o(cp) = LAm cosm¢, 
o 
'" 00 
[,,(c/» = LAm cosm(cp-7r) = L Arn( -1)'" cosm¢, 
o 0 
where the Am's are constants. Substitution in (19) 
gives for the numerator: 
f211"f2" dq,[ ... (q,)G(a,cp' ja,q,) I o(q,')dcp' 
o 0 
i £2"£211" ( 00 ) 
=- dc/>d¢' ~ Am(-1)mcosm¢ 
4 0 0 m-O 
x (Eo epJp(ka)Hp(l) (ka)cosp(q,-cp') ) 
X (Eo A" costU/>' ) . 
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Let 
if2l1"f21T Cmn = ( _l)m- d#q>, cosnup 
4 0 0 
But 
2"f2" f d¢dq/ cosnup cosp(4)-q/)cosruf>' 
o 0 
where 
E 2 p 
onm = {01 m=n} and Em= {1 m=o}, 
m~n 2 m2::1 
and hence 
The numerator becomes the double series, 
L L AmCmnAn. 
m=O n=O 
For the denominator the following is obtained: 
12" exp(ika cos4» I". (4))dc!> 12" exp( -ika cos4>)Io(4))dc!> 
o 0 
J2" 00 = exp(ika cos)4> L Arn( -l)m cosmcf>d¢ o m~O 
f 2'" 00 X exp( -ika cos)4> Eo An cosruf>dc!> o 
= (Eo Am( -l)m2rr (i)mJm(ka») 
X(Eo An2rr(-i)mJ n (ka»). 
By setting Bm= 211'( -i)mJm(ka), it follows that 
L L AmCmnAn 
m=O n=O 
(21) 
( 
311' 11') A 11'+-,-
2 2 
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In view of the stationary character of A (11',11'), dif-
ferentiation of (21) with respect to Am gives 
00 00 
A (11',11') L AnCmn= -Bm L AnBn, m=O, 1, 2,'" (22) 
n=O n=O 
To simplify (22) the coefficients Dn are introduced so 
that 
00 
A (11',11') = - L BnDn, (23) 
n~O 
where the Bn's are determined by the simultaneous 
equations 
00 
L CmnDn=B"" m=O, 1,2"" (24) 
n~O 
Since Cmn=O when m~n only the diagonal terms of 
(24) are different from zero, i.e., Dn = Bn/Cnn, and hence 
00 Bn2 oc (En2rr( -i) nJn(ka»2 
A(rr,rr)=-L-'-=L -------
n~O Cnn n~O irr2( -l)nJ n(ka)H n (I) (ka) 
00 J n(ka) 
=4i L En . (25) 
n~O Hn (1) (ka) 
Applying the theorem (18) to (25) the total scattering 
cross section is obtained. It is 
(26) 
where use has been made of the form H n (1) (ka) = J n(ka) 
+iN n(ka). Since ka«l, only the first term of (26) 
contributes appreciably to the value of 0'. Therefore 
4 J o2(ka) 
k J o2(ka)+No2(ka) 
(27) 
Comparing (20) with (27) it is seen that the expressions 
are identical. It appears that for low frequencies (ka«l) 
very accurate results are obtained by taking the current 
on the cylinder to be independent of 4>. 
VI. HIGH FREQUENCY SCATTERING 
CROSS SECTION 
Now consider the frequency of the incident wave to 
be high, i.e., ka»l. In (14) let 4>1=311'/2,4>2=11'/2, and 
for this choice the following result is obtained: 
(28) 
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In accordance with the assumed convention, I ~/2(e/» 
and I 31f/2( e/» are proportional to the surface currents 
induced by incident waves propagating in the directions 
71"/2 and 371"/2 respectively. For an incident wave prop-
agating in the direction e/>l, H<I>inc(p,e/» = - (k/wJ.L) 
X cOS(e/>-e/>l) exp[ikp cos(e/>- e/>1)]. It is assumed that 
the high frequency current induced by a plane wave is 
different from zero only on the illuminated half of the 
cylinder, where its value is numerically equal to the 
tangential component of the incident magnetic field. 
That is, for a trial function we take 
[¢,(e/» = const. cos(e/>-e/>l)exp[ika cOS(e/>-e/>l)]. (29) 
Hence, 
Lde/»= const. sine/> exp[ika sine/>J for 71":5;e/>:5;271" 
=0 for O:5;e/>:5;71", 
and 
J:;rr/2(e/» = -const. sine/> exp[ - ika sine/>J for 0:5;e/>:5;71" 
= 0 for 71":5; e/>:5; 27r. 
Substituting these trial functions in (28) and noting 
that A (71"+371"/2,71"/2) = A (71"/2,71"/2), we get 
f. rr de/>' sine/>' exp[ - ika sine/>'J J2~ sine/> exp(ika sine/»G(a,e/>' ;a,e/» 
o " 
Since 
then 
Let e/>=271"-~. Then sine/> = -sin~, d<f>= -d~, and 
I 
( e/>-e/>') \ \ ~+e/>') \ sin -2- = sin(-2- . 
With this change of variables (30) becomes* 
if" f." 
- - d<f>' d~ sine/>' sin~ 
16 0 0 
Let the variables be changed again according to the 
following transformation 
FIG. 3. Integration 
domain. 
* The author received enlightening discussions on integrals of 
this class from Professor F. Tricomi. 
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Then 
sine/>' sin~=!( cos2a+cos2,8), sine/>' + sin~ = 2 cosO' cos,B, 
a(e/>',~) 
--= 2, and I sine (~+e/>')/2) I = cos,8. 
a (0',,8) 
It follows that in terms of a and ,B, 
-~ff exp(-2ika cosO' cos!3) 
16 Q 
(31) 
where Q is the square region in the a, ,B plane shown in 
Fig. 3. In view of the symmetry in a and ,B about 
O'=,B=O, we can confine the integration to the tri-
angular region T, Consequently, 
1 i rr/2 1r!2~{3 
--f d,Bf dOl. exp( - 2ika cosO' cos,B) 
4 0 0 
X (cos2O'+ cos2,8)H 0 (I) (2kR cos,8). (32) 
Consider first the integration with respect to o'. Since 
ka»l, the main contribution to the value of this in-
tegral occurs in the neighborhood of 01.=0 (provided 
,8~71"/2). An approximate evaluation is obtained by 
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the method of stationary phase: 
! ,,12-13 da exp( -2ika COSa cosJ3)Ccos2a+cos2J3) o 
= (~)! cos2{3 exp( -2ika cos{3) exp(i~). 
ka C cos(3)! 4 
There remains the task of evaluating the following 
integral: 
1 i ( 71' )! ( 71') ("12 cos2{3 AG~) -;; ka oxp i;; J. d~(CO.,), 
Xexp[ -2ika cos{3]Ho(1) (2ka cos{3). (33) 
As {3---?7r/2 the integrand disappears, and hence the 
contribution to the integral in the neighborhood of 
fJ=7r/2 is very small. When fJ7"'7r/2 and ka~oo, 
H 0 (I) (2ka cos(3) 
2 ! 
rv ( ) exp(2ika cosfJ)exp( -i7r/4). (34) 
27rka cos{3 
After substituting this asymptotic form into (33) and 
changing the upper limit from 71'/2 to fJo, the result is 
i 151'0 i 
'" -- - dfJ cos{3= -- sin{3o (35) 
A (71'/2,71'/2) 4 ka 0 4ka 
for the leading term of the asymptotic development of 
[1/A(7r/2,7r/2)] in reciprocal powers of ka. Application 
of the theorem (18) to (35) gives for the total scattering 
cross section 
0' = ~ ImA (~,~) '" 4a 4a (36) 
k 2 2 sin/3o (1- (4/ka)2)!' 
Choose fJo such that cosfJo=4/ka. This choice guarantees 
the argument of the Hankel function to be equal to or 
greater than 8 for the entire range of values from fJ=O 
to fJ={3o, and thereby allows the replacement of the 
Hankel function by the first term of its asymptotic 
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FIG. 4. uk versus ka. Solid curve computed from (26). 
Broken curve computed from (36). 
development. It is seen that as ka~oo, 0'~4a which is 
the geometric optics scattering cross section and 
physically equal to twice the projected area of a unit 
length of the scattering cylinder. Figure 4 shows a 
plot of O'k versus ka. For values of ka less than 10, 
Eq. (26) was used to compute O'k; for ka larger than 8, 
Eq. (36) was used. In the region 8 < ka < 10 the broken 
and solid curves overlap. 
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